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For over 70 years, ARDEX has been the 
quality leader for an entire industry, offering 
excellent building chemicals with supreme 
processing reliability. ARDEX today is still 
an independent family-owned business. 
This means that in our permanent efforts 
to achieve market-shaping innovations, we 
have been able to retain our most important 
tradition: uncompromising quality.

Internal growth and strategic acquisitions in 
foreign markets have put the ARDEX Group 
on the map with 55 subsidiaries and over 
3,000 employees in over 100 countries on  
all continents. 

The ARDEX Group is a leading solution 
and service provider of innovative building 
systems.

The Global Project Services (GPS) division 
focuses on providing architects, designers 
and engineers assistance in selecting and 
specifying ARDEX products in various locations 
worldwide. 

The ARDEX GPS team enables architects 
to match the correct ARDEX products and 
solutions required to ensure a successful 
installation regardless of location.

GPS Benefits

• International product selection assistance
• Installer recommendations
• Specification assistance
• Technical and jobsite support
• Local distribution information
• Environmental information

www.ardex.com
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866,000 tiles were fixed in the London Aquatics 
Centre, which formed the gateway to the Olympic 
Park.

AQUATICS CENTRE
LONDON, ENGLAND

Products: ARDEX S 21, ARDEX S 7, ARDEX WPC 
  ARDEX X 77, ARDEX-FLEX FL  

Project size:  10,000m2

Australia’s busiest cultural precinct relied on 
12,000m2 of ARDEX waterproofing products to offer 
protection against the enduring threat of moisture. 

OPERA HOUSE
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Products:  ARDEX X 77, ARDEX E 90, ARDEX SE

Project size:  12,000m2



Up to 186 floors of the world’s tallest building were 
levelled with ARDEX products – the largest volume 
of levelling and smoothing compound used on one 
project in the company’s history.

BURJ KHALIFA
DUBAI, UEA

Products:  ARDEX A 35, ARDEX N 23 W, ARDEX MG,   
  ARDITEX NA

Project size:  Approximately 100,000m2

The roof top, hotel flooring, podium and car park 
totalling 72,000m2 was given the ARDEX System 
treatment, including a heavy duty waterproofing 
that could be installed fast enough to meet the strict 
deadlines.

WYNN PALACE HOTEL
MACAO, CHINA

Products:  ARDEX WPM 300, ARDEX Sheltercoat, 
  ARDEX ShelterTOP, ARDEX Butynol,    
  ARDEX Reinforcement, ARDEX Shelterjoint,   
  ARDEX CL 11, ARDEX P 51, ARDEX A 45, 
  ARDEX A 46, ARDEX  B 12

Project Size:  72,000m2



The $10-billion dollar development required a rooftop 
waterproofing and flooring system that could withstand 
the islands continual exposure to heat, moisture and 
sunlight. ARDEX provided the perfect system to cope 
with such an extreme environment.

MIDFIELD CONCOURSE
HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

Products:  ARDEX BUTYNOL, ARDEX WA 98, ARDEX   
  Seam Tape, ARDEX P 51, ARDEX CL 11

Project size: 13,000m2

ADIDAS STORE
VANTAA, FINLAND

Requiring a minimalist look for multiple stores 
across the globe, ADIDAS specified ARDEX K 80 
Industrial Topping/Wearing Surface to provide the 
look and performance needed for such demanding 
environments.

Products:  ARDEX K 80, ARDEX R 3E, PanDOMO®  
  Stone Oil, PanDOMO®  Sealer (PS-SP) 

Project size:  680m2



Overlooking the majestic panorama of the Dolomites, 
the hotel was completely rebuilt with the aid of 
ARDEX products. Inclusive of 6 indoor and outdoor 
swimming pools. 

ALPIN PANORAMA HOTEL 
VALDAORA, ITALY

Products:  ARDEX A 46, ARDEX 8+9 L, ARDEX FB 9 L,
  ARDEX TRICOM Dichtset, ARDEX X 32,
  ARDEX X 77 S, ARDEX WA, ARDEX G9S,
  ARDEX RG 12

Project size:  10,000m2

GUTJAHR’s advanced drainage surface provided the 
ultimate moisture and frost damage protection for the 
observation deck of the Benedictine abbey.

OBSERVATION DECK, 
MONASTERY MELK, AUSTRIA

Products:  GUTJAHR AquaDrain® T+ Drainage Surface

Project size:  350m2



The first Disney theme park to open in mainland china, 
required a resilient tiling system for all wet room areas 
that could withstand high traffic, and continuous use 
of cleaning agents, whilst remaining highly durable 
for years to come. After much deliberation, only a 
complete ARDEX tiling system would suffice.

SHANGHAI DISNEYLAND
PUDONG, SHANGHAI

Products: ARDEX B 55, ARDEX WPM 006, ARDEX X 24,   
  ARDEX X 26, ARDEX X 28, ARDEX EG 2

Project Size: Approximately 1,000m2

Lululemon specified ARDEX polished Concrete 
Topping (PCT) as it gave them the complete freedom 
to accomplish almost any design they desired whilst 
still offering a durable retail floor system.

LULULEMON 
VANCOUVER, CANADA

Products:  ARDEX Polished Concrete System with 
  custom tints

Project Size: 100m2



Considered an inspiration to science and culture, the 
architects vision of absolute homogeny and clarity 
was realised with PanDOMO® offering the clean, 
virtually seamless surfaces required, whilst meeting 
the demands of high traffic areas.

CITY LIBRARY
STUTTGART, GERMANY

Products: PanDOMO® Wall, PanDOMO® TerrazzoMicro

Project size:  1,000m2

Working on 100m2 per night, the entire floor of natural 
stone tiles had to be refurbished whilst the airport 
remained fully operational. The solution was a high 
strength ARDEX Ultra Rapid Drying Screed Cement in 
combination with ARDEX MICROTEC Natural Stone 
Adhesive, and Rapid Drying Tile Grout.

MADRID AIRPORT  
MADRID, SPAIN

Products: ARDEX A 35, ARDEX N 23 W, ARDEX MG

Project size:  12,000m2



80,000m2 of ARDEX K 320 provided a wear-resistant, 
self-levelling topping for the extensive underground 
car park area. The system also included a waterproof 
membrane and special sealer to minimise tyre noise. 

SHANHAI AEGEAN  
SHOPPING CENTER, CHINA

Products:  ARDEX DPM, ARDEX K 320, ARDEX R 2 PE,  
  ARDEX P 51, ARDEX R 114 PP

Project Size:  80,000m2 

As part of a major refurbishment of listed parliamentary 
estate buildings, only ARDEX products were trusted 
to restore and protect these iconic working areas for 
years to come.     

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
LONDON, ENGLAND

Products:  ARDITEX NA, ARDEX DPM 1C, ARDEX X 7, 
  ARDEX  ARDURAPID A 45, ARDEX FA 10, 
  ARDEX Feather Finish

Project size:  Ongoing



After the original tile contractor walked away from the 
project due to a failing substrate, only ARDEX could 
specify a solution, supply the products and offer the 
professional training needed to exceed the demanding 
installation requirements. 

U.S. BANCORP TOWER
PORTLAND, UNITED STATES

Products:  ARDEX ARDIFIX, ARDEX K 60, ARDEX DS 70,  
  ARDEX 8+9, ARDEX X 77, ARDEX FL,  
  ARDEX WA, ARDEX SX

Project size:  4,500m2

The stunning appearance of the finishing surface 
produced by the PanDOMO® Wall System integrated 
with the ambient lighting effect perfectly, whilst 
complying with the owners quick installation and 
drying requirements.

STARBUCKS ROASTERIE
SHANGHAI, CHINA

Products:  PanDOMO® Wall System

Project size:  1,000m2



1,400m² of PanDOMO® Floor, and 700m² PanDOMO® 
Wall provided the luxurious seamless finish required 
by Delugan Meissl Architects. At its opening in 2012, 
the orchestra pit was the largest of its kind in the world 
and is reputed to provide some of the best acoustics 
in Europe.

FESTIVAL HALL ERL 
AUSTRIA

Architects Riegler Riewe Architekten ZT GmbH utilised 
the diversity of PanDOMO® FloorPlus to produce 
green, yellow and grey finishes, for the first laboratory 
building in Austria to achieve DGNB pre-certification 
in gold - a global benchmark in sustainability.    

MED CAMPUS
UNIVERSITY OF GRAZ, AUSTRIA

Products:  PanDOMO® FloorPlus 

Project size:  12,800m² 
Products:  PanDOMO® Floor, PanDOMO® Wall

Project size:  2,100m² 
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ARDEX have been appointed by the world’s largest 
family restaurant chain, McDonald’s, to supply a tile 
fixing solution for the re-fit of all of their UK restaurant 
locations.  

MCDONALD’S
UNITED KINGDOM

Products:   ARDEX DGR, ARDEX ARDURAPID A 45,  
 ARDEX X 77, ARDEX-FLEX FL, 

   ARDEX X 78 S, ARDEX X 7001

Project size: Ongoing

The key to this unique spacial experience  was choosing 
the right materials for the finish. PanDOMO® offered 
a monolithic system for a seamless, fully custom 
designed surface resulting in a harmonious, flowing 
space with a clear, reduced design, resulting in an 
absolutely stunning effect.

THYSSENKRUPP
ESSEN, GERMANY

Products: PanDOMO® Wall, PanDOMO® Floor

Project size:  135m2 



Lush sees PanDOMO® as the perfect option for 
feature walls in their retail locations. It offers rapid 
installation and provides a unique finish that can be 
colour matched to their different concepts.

LUSH, RIDEAU CENTRE 
OTTAWA, CANADA

Products:  ARDEX PanDOMO® Wall

Project Size:  Ongoing
   

GLOBAL MILESTONES 

1998 Market entry in South
and Eastern Europe

2007 Market entry
into Korea

2011 New production
site in Turkey 2012-

2014 Expansion in
Asia, Canada,
North America and
New Zealand

1967 Market entry into
Scandinavia

1960Market Entry
into UK

1978Market Entry
into USA

2001Market entry in South
East Asia, China and Pacific

2005Market entry into
Middle East

2018-
2020New production sites in China,

Malaysia, Australia and US

2015New production sites
in India and Thailand

1949 ARDEX founded in
Witten, Germany

1957 Maket entry
into France



BRANDS & ACQUISITIONS

LOBA is a surface specialist for 
parquet and hardwood floors, offering 
expertise in parquet finish, oil and 
wax, as well as professional cleaning 
and care products.

NEXUS ADHESIVES was established in 
Australia in 2006. They manufacture 
and distribute flooring adhesives as 
well as carpet backing compounds.

QUICSEAL Construction Chemicals has 
an excellent reputation of being a 
provider of high-quality construction 
products in Asia.

WAKOL ranks among the leading 
providers in the flooring products 
sector. Furthermore, the company is 
successful in the fields of industrial 
adhesives and sealing compounds.

For more than 35 years, KNOPP ranks 
among the leading European providers 
in the field of concrete additives, 
screed additives and special adhesive 
agents. LUGATO has been developing, 

producing and selling chemical 
building products for more than 90 
years and is by far the widest range in 
the German DIY sector.

The PanDOMO brand encapsulates 
high-end decorative surface finishes for 
walls, floors and ceilings. SEIRE PRODUCTS S.L. in Spain is a 

leading provider in the sectors of 
industrial flooring, concrete repair
and sealants.

ARDEX ENDURA is considered as the 
brand and technology leader in the 
tiling adhesive market in India.

CEMIX is one of the leading suppliers 
of dry mortar and other quality 
building and construction chemicals 
in New Zealand.

DTA is a supplier of quality tools, trims 
and machinery provider for the wall 
and floor market in Australia, New 
Zealand and the US.

For 25 years now, GUTJAHR has been  
a specialist and innovation leader for 
safe draining, ventilating and uncoupling 
coverings for both indoors and outdoors.

The HENRY brand represents 
innovative, high-performance flooring 
adhesives and substrate preparation 
for the Americas market

The ARDEX Group employs an effective multi-brand strategy catering for
the needs of individual customer segments and geographic markets.

BAL offers a dedicated range of tile 
fixing products used in selected 
geographic markets.

CERAMFIX is a family-owned company 
that manufactures products for the 
installation of ceramic tiles, including 
mortars, tile adhesives, grouts, 
waterproofing and accessories.

DUNLOP ADHESIVES
Dunlop Adhesives in the UK and 
continental Europe is a pioneering 
brand of tile adhesive and grout 
products designed to help you create 
the perfect finish for your tiled surfaces.

DUNLOP DIY
The Dunlop DIY range provides 
complete solutions for do-it-yourself 
projects in Australia, New Zealand 
and China.
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